### Agriculture Domain agenda during 24th UN/CEFACT Forum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Morning</th>
<th>Afternoon</th>
<th>With other PDA / sectors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Monday** 27 Oct | For PDA Sectoral Agriculture domain (Forum opening plenary session) | Agenda approval  
New projects  
Cooperation with ISO and OGC related to spatial information and related animal and product identification. | To be decided during the week meetings on:  
- e-signature  
- spatial info  
- technology group  
- harmonisation group |
| **Tuesday** 28 Oct | eCrop  
Draft project proposal messages for arable farming and horticulture, monitoring instruction, advice messages and produce reporting  
Support precision farming, geometry.  
eLABs III Track & Trace | Flux (Fishing Language for Universal eXchange )  
Electronic data exchange for fisheries control and management.  
Discussion of several sub domain BRS within the FLUX framework in fishing, vessels, catchment, reporting to authorities | |
| **Wednesday** 29 Oct | RASFF / Flux  
Continue Thursday afternoon | eLABs III  
Messages for exchange laboratory observations on samples  
eLABS III focus on the harmonisation of code lists and the mapping of code lists used in laboratory analyses and food en feed alert systems such as the EU RASFF system | |
| **Thursday** 30 Oct | Animal traceability  
The exchange of information about the traceability of livestock animals and fish.  
To find and retrieve info about the animals, individual animals or batches of animals, the locations the animals are kept , the transport animals, transport means of animals and the parties responsible for the locations, animals and transport.  
The BRS will be discussed. | Animal traceability  
Continue morning session | |
| **Friday** 31 Oct | (Forum closing plenary session) | Closing session | |